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Introduction

The practice of corporate spiritual discernment provided the framework 
for this long range planning process. This is a method of seeking the will of 
God for the ministry and responding in faith.  Spiritual discernment includes 
analysis of information, discussion of ideas, prayer, Bible study, and the rec-
ollection in stories of how God has worked through the ministry in the past.  
It is a group process in which the corporate wisdom is gathered around both 
challenges and opportunities.  

Strategic Planning guides an organization in thoroughly examining its cur-
rent and past operation, evaluating its effectiveness in light of its mission, 
setting significant goals for the future, and developing specific plans to 
achieve those goals. A strategic plan allows an organization to accomplish 
more than it otherwise could, to optimize the use of its current resources, 
to make operational decisions which lead to strategic ends, and to increase 
future assets.

A Master Planning process is a comprehensive process through which an 
integrated strategic future is drafted, tested, and refined.
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Process
and

Team

Schedule

An introductory gathering was held January 25-26, 2013, with the Outdoor Ministries 
Division to explore Master Planning, and to review steps that Fellowship could take to be 
fully prepared for the process.

Data and information was received for review and analysis:

• Revenue and Expense reports, 2009-2015
• Summer camp enrollment reports, 2007-2014
• Guest group reports, 2009-2014
• Facility data and information
• Report of 2010 Fellowship Task Force (PCCCA Consultants Report)

Retreats with the planning team were held:

• Working Retreat I was held on January 23-24, 2015 to:
• Examine the master planning process;
• Review the foundations of the ministry in mission and Word; and
• Determine critical issues and questions.

• Working Retreat II was held on April 17-18, 2015 to:
• Examine the strength of the organizational systems;
• Determine the primary strategies; and
• Map out the overall direction of the plan.

• A summer site visit was conducted during the week of June 21, 2015
• Working Retreat III was held on September 11-12, 2015 to:

• Review and discuss preliminary concepts;
• Working Retreat IV was held on January 15-16, 2016 to:

• Decide the Final Concepts;
• Test assumptions and clarify supporting evidence; and
• Consider implementation plans and “next steps.”

Additional conversations were held with Presbytery staff during the course of the process.

On behalf of Fellowship Camp and Retreat Center, the consultants wish to express sincere 
appreciation for the dedication and hard work of the staff, planning team, and OMD.  This 
process cannot be completed without the deep commitment of many persons.  It is our 
prayer and hope that the materials that follow adequately represent the work accom-
plished and the vision that has been formed.
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Among many individuals, there is a deep devotion to, and high regard for, the ministry of 
Fellowship Camp and Retreat Center.  The mission of Camp Fellowship plays a vital role in 
the ministry of God’s people in Trinity Presbytery and in the world.  As the Christian com-
munity faces new challenges and responds in faithful discipleship, it can be said that the 
work of Fellowship is truly a ministry through which lives are changed.  It includes places 
where campers and guests experience God’s presence in tranquil, natural surroundings.  
Programs are offered in which children and youth are invited to grow in accepting chal-
lenges.  It includes settings in which one can listen and respond to God’s call to leadership 
and service in the world.  Camp Fellowship actively contributes to understanding the 
world God has created through the collection and analysis of scientific data.

This is a long range plan.  Over time, the ministry will face unanticipated forces and will 
have to respond to challenges that are not currently affecting the ministry.  In that sense, 
this will be a rolling plan that will need to be renewed periodically.  Much of the value of 
a strategic planning process lies in the strategic discussions during the process.  It is our 
hope that this report will serve to continue and guide those conversations into the future.

Process
and

Team
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Mission
and

Identity

Camp and retreat ministries that flourish have a mission that is clear and compelling.  
This is confirmed by studies produced by the American Camp Association.  Periodically 
the question of missional strength should be raised and the mission statement should be 
examined for being both vigorous and accurate. 

Mission

The mission of Fellowship Camp and Retreat Center is clear among leaders and is fairly 
well represented by the mission statement: 

Fellowship Camp and Conference Center nourishes and sustains faith in God by building 
community, fostering relationships, and exploring our connection with Creation.  

Leaders seem clear on the meaning and distinctiveness of “community” and “relation-
ships.”  Community  implies building group solidarity, while relationships reflects the 
fostering of genuine and lasting friendships.

The team expressed an interest in strengthening the articulation of the place of Creation 
in the mission statement.  The desire is for an experience of connection and learning that 
leads to growth in caring for the earth.  “Exploring” may not be the strongest verb for 
lifting up the lasting impact of the outdoor experience and study of nature at Fellowship.  
It will be important to define the outcomes that make it evident that the mission is being 
fulfilled in all aspects of relationship: God, community, and Creation.

As the ministry grows and program is expanded, the leadership of the camp should reg-
ularly review the statement of mission to be sure that it remains clear, and is compelling 
for leaders,  participants, and supporters.  In an article in the Stanford Innovation Review, 
Erica Mills makes three suggestions regarding mission statements:

“1. Create a mission statement that articulates the root problem you address.

“2. Expand your linguistic repertoire.  Use more interesting words to explain what 
you do and why you do it.”

[The article notes that there are a few words that constantly appear in mission state-
ments.  Readers have gotten so used to seeing these same words that they brush 
over the statements and they do not register. ]

“3. Use better verbs.

“Verbs are action words. They are especially important in nonprofit messaging 
because they represent the change an organization is making in the world. Unfor-
tunately, nonprofits often use terribly boring verbs to describe their amazing work!  
Based on our research, the top verbs nonprofits use are: support, make, and provide.

“Ideally, all nonprofits would have a mission statement that is concise, compelling, 
and readily repeatable—a statement that could proudly serve as the lead domino for 
all messaging.”1

1 “Great Mission. Bad Statement.  Why the social sector should worry more about words.”  by 
Erica Mills. Jan 16, 2016 in Stanford Social Innovation Review.
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Fellowship Camp and Retreat Center is, and will continue to be, an instrument by which 
Trinity Presbytery accomplishes its mission in the world.  The site assists the Presbytery in 
serving Christ in a changing world by:

• Being open to the movement of God’s Spirit in all that it does;
• Facilitating the partnership among churches; and,
• Equipping its diverse community in spiritual growth and mission effectiveness.

Identity

The consultant team recommends officially changing to the name and identity to Fellow-
ship Camp and Retreat Center, and removing references to a “conference center.”  Fel-
lowship is not currently, and probably has little potential to be, a true “conference center.”  
Typically, a conference center is located in close proximity to major transportation routes, 
offers high end accommodations and amenities, and is focused on cognitive learning.  
Persons attend conferences to acquire knowledge, gain skills, and increase proficiency in 
areas of expertise.  Conferences tend to focus on information and the ways that informa-
tion is most effectively disseminated.

A retreat center, however, is more focused on learning that is reflective and affective.  
Retreat experiences help persons to deeply consider important areas (sometimes called 
the “mattering map”2) of their lives and deepen their relationships to others, God, self, 
and Creation.  “Creating time for reflection, learning, and reorientation can be a signif-
icant act of citizenship. This may begin with simply claiming deep, restorative rest that 
renews the energies of mind and spirit. But the pause that is now needed also clears the 
path toward a courageous, informed, and creative assessment of our “mattering map,” a 
term coined by the novelist Rebecca Goldstein.”3  Retreat experiences may involve sharing 
information, but the purpose of that information is to develop relationships and facilitate 
the ways in which persons engage with one another.

By its mission, location, and facilities, Fellowship is far more suited to the work of a re-
treat center and camp. 

Both as a camp and as a retreat center, Fellowship seeks to offer opportunities for growth 
in faith for all ages.  As strong as its summer camping experience is for children and youth, 
the site’s ability to serve adults and families is also of great importance in the Fellowship 
identity as a center for lifelong spiritual formation.  

Entering discipleship, making faith decisions, learning about the Bible, accepting responsi-
bility for God’s Creation, and learning to live in Christian community are critically import-
ant for children and youth.  In today’s world, this is true for adults as well.  

While Christian hospitality and Christlike servanthood are introduced at camp, these atti-
tudes and skills continue all our lives and mature with age.  The same is true for Christian 
leadership and the call to Christian vocation.  Although these spiritual gifts may begin to 

2 Sharon Daloz Parks. Common Fire: Leading Lives of Commitment in a Complex World (Kindle 
Locations 3022-3024). Kindle Edition.
3 Ibid.

Mission
and

Identity
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be exercised among children, they continue in adulthood and can become core aspects of 
a family’s spirituality.  The impact of Fellowship on the lives of individuals, groups, and the 
world is immeasurable.

The Fellowship community of faith also shares religious practices with its campers and 
guests.  Prayer, Bible reading, sharing stories of faith (testimony), singing songs of faith, 
and worshiping together are the most common.  In the ongoing community, a simple and 
kind life is led, including acts of compassion.  Campers and guests are invited to acts of 
kindness and a simple pattern of living together.  Finally, the celebration of the sacrament 
is offered.  All of these constitute the life of holiness.  Through these means, guests and 
campers are introduced, or reintroduced to the life of faith in Christian community.

Whether there are guests on site or not, Fellowship is a community of faith and is always 
the church.  Thus, guests are not seen as “users” or renters of facilities.  They are viewed, 
just as visitors are seen in a church, as spiritual guests, and sometimes even as pilgrims, 
who join the faith community for a while.  They may also become partners in ministry.

As Fellowship matures from being a part of the Trinity Presbytery’s organization to be-
coming a nonprofit on its own, it will assume the role of a “threshold organization” in re-
lation to the Presbytery.  [see further comments in “Organizational Capacity.” ] While not 
being part of the structure of the Presbytery, it will continue to support the Presbytery by 
being partners in a common mission.

Mission
and

Identity
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Program

The program of a camp/retreat center is the total array of events, services, and amenities 
that are offered to accomplish its mission.  Nothing is done that is not, in some way, mis-
sional.  Nothing is done only to gain revenue to meet financial goals.  

Program is not only the events that are sponsored by the site, but includes all of the ex-
periences and services that are offered to accomplish its mission.  The program includes 
summer camp, and also other sponsored events, partnerships, and hosted groups.

Summer Camp

The summer camp program, including resident and day camp, is at the heart of the min-
istry, and focuses on offering outdoor-centered, recreational and formational experiences 
designed to “nourish and sustain faith in God.”

In the weeks of Summer Camp, Fellowship has the greatest control of the content, its de-
sign, marketing, and outcomes.  The Fellowship summer camp program style is age-based  
and reflects the small group, centralized style of camp.  In addition, there are special 
interest options in the summer program.

The program is activity and recreation based, which appeals to a broad range of campers 
and families.  Each year should include new activities and options for recreation to keep 
the experience fun and fresh.  

The current program also includes elements of progression, which encourage campers to 
come back in successive years in order to delve deeper into a specific area of program-
ing order to grow in skills and knowledge.   Progression is included in the Equestrian and 
Eco-venture programs.  This feature helps to increase retention.  Sailing, the challenge 
course, and outdoor living skills can have aspects of progression as well. 

Other program models can be explored to meet the needs of campers and their families.  
“Council camp” can be a style that fits the needs of some families for siblings and cousins 
to easily attend camp together.  For some, it offers the convenience of fewer trips to the 
site to drop-off and pick up campers, and for some there is a measure of safety in younger 
campers having a older family member at camp with them.

Following the implementation of a plan for growth for residential camp and the outdoor 
education program, developing day camping to a full summer program would be the next 
step in program development.  Day Camp can help to address the need of some families 
for summer day care while participating in a faith-based program.  Significant faith devel-
opment can take place in the context of a daily program that continues for  6-10 weeks.  It 
is important that day camp never be reduced to simply child care.

Sometimes day campers will enter the overnight camping program.  However, day camp-
ing can fulfill the camp’s mission, whether or not it provides a feeder stream to the week 
long programs.  Given the limited number of potential day campers along natural trans-
portation routes (along commuting routes), providing transportation might be a consid-
eration for Fellowship.  A bus that picks up campers at churches, places of work (such as 
social services, hospitals or clinics), or other locations in the morning and drops them off 
in the afternoon would be a significant advantage for some families.  
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Outdoor Education and Scientific Research

Programs of outdoor education and scientific research both express the church’s com-
mitment to the stewardship of Creation, and create experiences of wonder.  Delving into 
the microscopic world, the powerful forces around us, the cosmic space, and the amaz-
ing realm of our fellow creatures fills our hearts and minds with awe.  This fostering of 
wonder makes worship possible.  It takes us out of the realm of what we can completely 
understand and control.  It can bring us to our knees before the Creator.  This is one of the 
reasons that the church cannot be the church without camp.

Fellowship’s interest in Outdoor Education and Scientific Research fits well with the 
Presbyterian twin emphasis on faith and science.  This dual focus helps to overcome the 
outdated schizophrenic world view offered to children and youth today.  The popular faith 
versus science perspective makes a child’s process of constructing a world view into a 
forced choice.  Unfortunately, this may have led some to disillusionment and even cyni-
cism around the question of whether life has any integral meaning.

It has been said that “only by bridging science and spirituality will we find true joy and 
meaning in life.”  Further, “Science and spiritually are not opposed entities that try to 
claim ownership of the universal truth, but rather, they are different layers of awareness 
about this world.”1  Thus, the joining of faith and science at Fellowship can be more than a 
curiosity.  It can be an occasion for celebration and a foundation for joyful worship! 

The continued development of Citizen Science will go far to support a strong program 
in Outdoor Education.  Participation in systematic research on animals, such as tracking 
them, can build interest in scientific study of various species and the meaning of their 
behavior.  

The incorporation of energy saving eco-friendly technology can, not only offer cost 
savings, but can provide teaching opportunities.  In this way, guest groups and camper 
families can benefit by what Fellowship does, and can learn how to follow this approach 
to caring for Creation.  

A garden and green house could also make available a chance for children to better un-
derstand plant cultivation and the farming process.  Activities which encourage caring for 
Creation in ways that campers can continue at home are especially appropriate.  Fellow-
ship may want to expand its garden program to include vermi-composting, hydroponics, 
and other forms of “tending the earth.”  Most children simply do not have such opportu-
nities for learning and participation in growing things.

Guest Group Retreats

Offering retreat experiences is an expression of Christian hospitality that promotes com-
munity among guests enhances the ministry outcomes of retreat groups, and helps group 
members to grow in faith.  The welcome of God is extended to groups and guests from 
the ongoing faith community at Fellowship.  By making it possible for groups to accom-
plish their goals, Fellowship, in supportive ways, participates in their work.  The guest 
group ministry does not simply provide revenue to under gird the less fiscally beneficial 

1 http://www.entrepreneur.com/video/272954

Program
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programs.  Such groups may provide the occasion for personal spiritual growth as well 
as community growth in faith.   For these reasons, it is not appropriate to refer to such 
groups of guests as either user groups or rental groups. 

Even though there is no direct control in relation to guest groups’ programs, marketing, 
and outcomes, there is influence through the way Fellowship serves these groups.  In 
terms of partner groups, there is a mix of some control and some influence through which 
Fellowship accomplishes its mission as the guest group accomplishes their mission.  Build-
ing upon partnerships is wise both in terms of missional and financial viability. 

Christlike servanthood is at the core of who Fellowship is.  This aspect of Fellowship’s faith 
culture affords opportunities for sharing a witness to what it means to live in Christian 
community.  Celtic style evangelism opens the door to the stranger and invites them to 
come and live among the people of faith.  When the stranger comes to understand who 
the community of faith is and why it exists, he or she may make a faith decision to be-
come a follower of Christ. Expanding the capacity for adult and family retreats will make it 
possible to greatly enhance the impact of Fellowship on mid-sized guest groups.

Community Support

Through Fellowship’s support for the community, the site demonstrates what it means to 
be a Christian neighbor and extends the witness of the Church into lives and places where 
the church may not otherwise go.  Such hospitality to the community is an unspoken invi-
tation to take part in the culture that Fellowship exhibits, and even to join in its programs.

Participating in community associations and hosting community events are two examples 
of this support for the lake and municipal communities.  This is another way in which Fel-
lowship lives out its not-for-profit status, and provides a real value to the community for 
which the site is offered an exemption from taxes.

Presbytery Program Services

In the future, Camp Fellowship can grow in its capacity to provide program services for 
local churches that the Presbytery may, at some point, no longer be able to provide.  
Through training events, renewal experiences, and support for leadership, Fellowship can 
serve the Presbytery and its congregations.

The willingness of Fellowship to take on program services that the Presbytery may no 
longer be able to sustain or staff, helps to support the mission and goals of the Presbytery 
and may help people to understand that there is every intention to continue to maintain 
the vital partnership between Presbytery and camp.  Over the years, as Fellowship has 
moved to a more professional ministry, it has demonstrated expertise in providing pro-
gram opportunities for persons of all ages, various levels of leadership, and a variety of 
theological perspectives.  A camp and retreat center has great expertise in reconciliation.  
As people share by the campfire, everyone is called to respectful listening, and no one 
needs to win.  This is a significant gift to churches and denominations that are struggling 
with divisions and separations around theological and other issues.

Program
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Marketing

Several sustained and aggressive initiatives will be required for Camp Fellowship to 
achieve its missional and fiscal goals.  Greater participation yields greater missional 
results as well as reaching necessary revenue goals.  Marketing depends upon building 
genuine relationships and extending effective invitations.   

Summer camp marketing involves deepening relationships with current camper families 
and establishing relationships with new camper families.  Each year, based upon budget 
goals, there will be specific goals for the number of returning campers (camper retention) 
and the number of new campers.  Additional segmentation allows for targeted initiatives 
to campers of certain geographic areas, age, gender or participation history.  This kind of 
micro-marketing results in a greater impact from the marketing portion of the  budget.

Partnerships can be especially important for summer camp marketing.  Fellowship cur-
rently has several working summer camp partnerships, and has the potential for addition-
al ones.  Many larger congregations do not send children and youth to camp unless they 
share in the design and have a voice in the procedures for the time they participate at 
camp. 

Partnerships with specific local churches are uniquely effective as Fellowship summer 
camp becomes one of the ways in which churches serve their local communities.   Some 
congregations that have lost the ability to attract children and youth to their church, have 
developed a working relationship with a camp.  They recruit kids from their community, 
assist with camperships, and transport them to and from camp.  Then, they are able to 
follow up with the families and invite them to church.  This strategy of evangelism has 
worked surprisingly well in several communities.

Partnerships can also help to strengthen the Christian Education program of congrega-
tions.  A Presbyterian camp in Michigan partners with two congregations for a week of 
summer camp.  The Christian Education staff persons in both churches agree that their 
church school programs receive a great boost by beginning the year with a week at camp.  
Their classes bond together and receive inspiration and excitement about the year ahead 
together.

Successful Outdoor Education marketing is driven by collaborations with school adminis-
trators, department heads, teachers, or leaders in home schooling organizations.  Parent 
groups may also take an interest in outdoor education and can be advocates for the pro-
gram with schools.  

Citizen science groups can help to increase interest in scientific data projects, such as the 
turtle research, that can be used to increase involvement in outdoor education.  “Journey 
North,” which involves people in migration research, could be a good partner.  Founda-
tions that support citizen science can be a good source of funding. 

Marketing for guest groups has three objectives: additional groups, larger groups, and 
groups which stay longer.  Again, data analysis helps to target specific promising initia-
tives.  If a specific group’s numbers or length of stay have declined over successive years, 
Fellowship can help the group to employ effective planning, marketing and sales tactics 
to regain the critical mass of group size that will help the group to accomplish its goals 
for its retreat.  It is an especially effective means of growth to help groups increase their 
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Marketing

numbers and choose a longer stay.  This represents an increase in the volume of activity 
per group, and is typically very cost efficient, and the group can be assisted in helping to 
maintain the retreat ministry that the church cannot afford to lose.  In this way, teaching 
group leaders how to employ competent marketing methods can benefit both the church 
and the retreat center. 

Marketing must be driven by data and based on goals that accomplish mission and realize 
fiscal targets.  The analysis of participation data over time reveals overall trends as well as 
sub-trends.  This is critical since the number of campers may be increasing over a series of 
years, while within that trend there may be declines in some areas.  Marketing tools may 
be employed to address such declines.  For example, if the overall number of campers 
increases from one year to the next, and yet the total number of 12 year old boys, or the 
number of campers from a particular church decreases, then specific marketing tactics 
can be deployed to address those decreases.  In some registration patterns, significant 
gains are possible through addressing very specific areas of decline.

Here is where marketing creativity comes into play.  A diverse group of persons, represent-
ing a range of ages and experiences, who have inspired imaginations can form a “market-
ing summit” that generates new marketing ideas.  These will include ideas that have not 
previously been tried in Fellowship’s camping and retreat ministries.  Research will be part 
of the creative process.  Questions are explored such as: what is working in other centers, 
other ministries, other spheres?  Sites can often increase their well of excellent marketing 
ideas by listening to their participants.

Goals and Benchmarks

Goals for camper registrations and guest group reservations are a reflection of the in-
come budget.  Revenue goals should be clearly translated into some number of campers 
or guests, at some amount of revenue per camper week or guest day.  Each year should 
include a meaningful percentage of growth.   

For example:

Assume a budgeted revenue goal of $324,000, with $200,000 from Resident Camp, 
$24,000 from Day Camp, and $100,000 from retreat guests.  For marketing purposes, this 
translates into a goals of 500 resident campers enrolled at $400 per week, and 120 day 
campers at $200 per week.  The amount needed from retreat guests for $100,000 trans-
lates into a marketing goal of 2,000 guest days at $50 per day.

These goals should be broken down into benchmarks for each month.  Percentages of the 
total number of campers or guests for these monthly benchmarks can be determined by 
past experience for each month.  If, over the last three years, 20% of guest days were real-
ized in September, then the goal for September would be 400 guest days or 20% of 2,000.  
The success for reaching the goals is tracked on a monthly basis, and when necessary new 
initiatives are employed in order to achieve the benchmarks.

Since Fellowship’s year round capacity is currently about fifty-six, careful planning is nec-
essary to avoid empty beds during critical times in the calendar.  One strategy is to seek to 
recruit groups of the appropriate size for any open dates in the calendar.  Another tactic 
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is to seek groups that can utilize weekday times (“Have you considered coming during 
the week when you can have the place to yourself?”).  Finally, groups that are smaller 
than the average size needed to accomplish budget goals can be encouraged to grow into 
the desired group size.  Incentives, added value opportunities, and attentiveness to the 
unique opportunities (“We often see and hear migrating loons at that time of year.”  “We 
expect that the Showy Orchis will be in bloom in our woods at that time.”) can all help a 
group leader to recruit persons. 

Marketing
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Operations

While moving forward with incorporation as a nonprofit entity would greatly enhance 
Fellowship’s ability to achieve its financial goals, there are numerous initiatives that do 
not need to wait upon that process and should begin immediately.  The initial steps into 
an improved financial system, cost containment, and management tools can be put into 
place quickly.

Financial 

The “preferred financial future” is based upon the following assumptions:

1. 70-80% of the site’s revenue should be “earned,” that is received from fees that 
people pay for services and events.   Additional operating revenues are also re-
ceived.  These come from gifts and Presbytery support.  This is a nonprofit financial 
model called “Beneficiary Builder.”1  It is consistent with the financial model for a 
nonprofit hospital or college/university.

2. This plan will require ambitious, but not unrealistic, growth in earned revenue from 
increased activity.  Enhanced marketing, the establishment of new partnerships, 
and expanded program lines will be required.

3. The site currently has the capacity to generate the required level of revenue with-
out additional facilities, but with some moderate level of upgrade and improve-
ment.

4. Direct costs should be reduced to appropriate levels (understood as a percentage 
of gross revenue), and the volume of activity (guests and campers) should be 
sufficient to cover fixed and indirect costs.  For most sites, direct summer camp 
expenses are typically around 60% of gross revenue and direct hosted group 
expenses around 40% of gross revenue.  In other words, of the registration fee for 
camp, only 40% is net that can be used to pay indirect or fixed expenses.  These 
expenses are not impacted by the level of activity.  They include salaries, insur-
ance, etc.  

5. The financial contribution of the Presbytery will be reduced to an amount that is 
10-15% of the earned revenue, which is a far more appropriate level of support 
for a judicatory.  It recognizes the significant role and relationship of Camp Fellow-
ship to the Presbytery, and yet is neither a burdensome amount for the Presby-
tery nor an unhealthy dependency for the camp. 

Data and Information

Effective data collection and management is critical to a viable camp and retreat opera-
tion.  This requires sound decisions regarding what data to gather, the routine analysis 
that is required, and what metrics to track.  It is important to be able to see at a glance if 
revenue is keeping pace with goals and benchmarks.

1 Foster, W. L., Kim, P., & Christiansen, B. (2009). Ten Nonprofit Funding Models. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review(Spring 2009), 32-39. Retrieved from http://ssir.org/pdf/2009SP_Feature_
Foster_Kim_Christiansen.pdf
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Operations

Financial, registration, and reservation systems which are designed to drive marketing are 
necessary.  Such systems should make it possible at any time during the year to define 
goals, track the achievement of those goals, and project the year end outcomes.  The fi-
nancial system should make it possible to track revenue and expense on a real time basis, 
and to move toward being cash positive.  This type of management is only rarely possible 
when finances are managed through a judicatory office, which is designed to manage a 
cash based donation system, rather than an accrual based earned revenue system.   A 
donation system is designed to look back, typically on a monthly and an annual basis, and 
report on contributions received.  An earned revenue system by contrast is designed to 
look ahead at any time and project earnings and expenses so that marketing and spend-
ing patterns can be adjusted as necessary.

Management tools should be based on several key metrics, which, if on target, will reli-
ably indicate the successful achievement of overall financial goals.  Units of service (camp-
er weeks or guest days) and the average revenue per unit are critical metrics.  Achieving 
group revenue goals depends upon not only the number of groups but the average num-
ber of guests and guest days per group.  A dashboard system can help to monitor progress 
toward goals and identify areas that need attention.

Genuine relationship and effective invitations are the keys to successful donor develop-
ment and the expansion and utilization of volunteers.  This requires regular and inten-
tional in-person, phone, email, and postal contacts that include personal messages.  A 
donor data system  (used for volunteer as well as those who make monetary gifts) allows 
planning for and tracking contacts, as well as tracking gifts.

Accurately tracking volunteer hours is as critical as tracking monetary gifts.  Volunteers 
are a critical resource when an organization is growing, as they bring much needed re-
sources.  Foundations are often interested in the number of volunteers, volunteer hours, 
and value of volunteer service.  In South Carolina, the 2014 value of volunteer time was 
$20.56.  

Staffing

When Fellowship begins to realize goals for increasing the size of its operation, a larger 
staff structure will need to be instituted.  In the meantime, in order to improve earned 
revenue, the executive staff, along with volunteers, will need to execute a more aggres-
sive marketing and development plan.  To enhance the non-earned revenue streams, 
such as donations and grants, and expand the volunteer core (unpaid staff), more of the 
executive staff time will need to be devoted to these areas.  If more operational tasks can 
be shifted to other staff, volunteers, or contractors, executive staff time can be increasing-
ly focused on growth.

It will also be more fruitful in the long run if Fellowship staff can attend to tasks related to 
growth than to tasks related to institutional concerns.  The time commitment to judica-
tory issues tends to increase with denominational decline, but often results in meager, if 
any, growth.
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Organizational
Capacity

This strategic plan calls for the overall enhancement of “the ability of the organization’s 
operations to implement key organizational and programmatic functions.”1  Organizational 
capacity is defined as the ability of the organization to effectively accomplish its mission, 
and is the result of several core factors.  

Capacity is commonly understood in terms of an organization’s:

• Human resources: their number, quality, skills, and experience, 
• Physical and material resources:  land, buildings, vehicles, and equipment,
• Financial resources: money, investments, and credit, 
• Information resources: pool of knowledge, databases, and 
• Intellectual resources: copyrights, designs, patents, etc.

This plan includes strengthening all aspects of Fellowship’s organizational capacity so that 
it increases its ability to accomplish its mission.

Human Resources

In the immediate future, the current staff configuration is reasonably adequate.  However, 
it will soon become necessary to adjust the jobs that the various staff persons perform.  
This is especially true for the Executive Director.  It will be necessary to reduce the time 
spent in operations, such as in maintenance and landscaping.  Contracted services and 
volunteers may help to redirect some of this time.

Additional staff time will need to be committed to marketing, fund development and 
financial management.  Within a few years, planned giving, grant applications, and volun-
teer management will need more attention.  Some of this time will have to be provided 
by the professional staff, but not without other aspects of the work load being delegated 
to other persons, both paid and unpaid.  Especially at the point of raising significant funds 
and engaging in major construction, the time and attention of the Executive Director will 
need to be less operational.

Especially initially, volunteers will be needed to increase the pool of human resources.  
Volunteers provide time, skills, and connections that are essential.

Physical Resources

The physical resources that Fellowship has with which to accomplish its mission are signif-
icant.  The property, with its beauty and biodiversity is truly spectacular.  The facilities are 
in fairly decent shape, and have been reasonably well cared for.  The overall design of the 
site supports program well and can be significantly improved with moderate expense.

Over time there will have to be a number of building improvements, some new buildings, 
and property acquisition to expand the overall organizational capacity of Fellowship.  
While the site can achieve a level of financial stability with current physical resources (site 
and facilities), a long term, viable future requires some upgrades, expansion, and improve-

1 Read more: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organizational-capability.
html#ixzz3yq2eBdW4
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Organizational
Capacity

ments.  With funding and construction time, this will require 10 to 15 years.  With this in 
mind the plan will have to follow a sequencing schedule which recognizes that some proj-
ects will have priority over others, and that certain projects will need to precede others. 

Financial Resources

Fiscal planning and the necessary data systems will be required in order to move toward a 
financial system which has a positive cash flow throughout the year.   While the first level 
of financial sustainability is an operating budget that is healthy, subsequent financial goals 
should be developed to create reserve funds.

It will be essential to develop a long term (15-20 year) plan for major maintenance that 
includes roofs, HVAC units, furniture and carpeting, painting and other finishes, and 
equipment for kitchen, offices and maintenance.  Such a plan should be funded with en-
dowed funds provided primarily through generous planned giving.  Until an endowment 
can generate sufficient funds on an annual basis, major maintenance projects are typically 
funded through direct gifts.

Information Resources

The data systems and the ability to capture and analyze necessary data will be important 
for increasing organizational capacity.  This requires appropriate software that staff can 
fully use with relative ease.  Systems for managing finances, registrations, reservations, 
communications, on-line payments, donors, volunteers, and major maintenance are 
essential.  

When systems are purchased and installed, it is imperative to also invest the required 
time and money to be able to take full advantage of the system.  It is not uncommon for 
organizations to have systems that are used to only a marginal degree.  Databases are 
used as if they were spreadsheets.  Spreadsheets are used like word processors and may 
produce only mailing lists.  Word processors are used only as if they were typewriters.  
The long term cost in lost data for organizations that under-utilize their systems is consid-
erable.  Training and orientation are necessary to take full advantage of systems for data 
utilization.

Intellectual Resources

Fellowship’s resources include professional expertise in a broad array of disciplines, 
including nonprofit management, faith development for all ages, group dynamics, facility 
management, and knowledge of the natural world.  Board members and other volunteers 
expand and deepen those areas of knowledge.

Fellowship should conduct an annual survey of areas where knowledge is critical to help 
it meet its goals.  As goals are set for the coming year, a fundamental question should be, 
“what do we need to know in order to accomplish this goal?”  Often, organizations are 
not fully aware of the knowledge and expertise contained within their structure.  Where 
additional expertise is needed in a particular area, that can be gained through staff or 
Board training, or through association with additional volunteers.  An “Advisory Council” is 
one way in which organizations augment their base of resources.
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Development

Development refers to the work of cultivating relationships and extending effective invita-
tions for persons to support Fellowship through volunteer service, gifts to support camp-
erships, annual fund gifts, and gifts for projects.

Regardless of incorporation (see below), there has to be an increased level of funding 
from donors and foundations.  This will require inviting individuals and organizations into 
new levels of support for the ministry.

The first priority for gifts is an annual fund and campership funds.  These provide direct 
support to the operating budget.   Many persons start as donors by helping to support an 
organization at this level.  Campership support is an excellent entry level gift opportunity.  
Other good entry level donor opportunities include those items which may already be in-
cluded in the operating budget, and which directly improve the experience of a camper or 
guest.  Items such as program equipment (life jackets, canoe paddles, or nets) or program 
supplies (arts and crafts, nature center, etc.) or furnishings such as mattresses.  The au-
thors of this report last year donated the cost of “feeding the camp bunnies” for a year to 
a site.  The bunnies would have certainly been fed even without the gift, but the function 
of designating that expense as a giving opportunity was to gain a gift that was larger than 
it probably otherwise would have been, and giving the donors a truly good feeling about 
their gift.  Some camps have a “sponsor a staff member” program in which a church or 
family commits to pray for a staff member, send notes of encouragement, and donate the 
amount of their salary.

A development plan is based upon metrics such as number of donors, average gift per 
donor, number of new donors in a year, number of lapsed donors, number of monthly do-
nors, and numbers of donors who increase their giving.  Each of these metrics has a goal 
for growth.  These goals combine to accomplish the annual objective.

Project focused giving is often a good “second step” donation for persons who are ready 
to move beyond annual gifts.  Gifts which support specific projects ideally increase the 
camp’s capacity and ability to generate earned revenue.  While these are typically site/fa-
cility projects, support for new program ventures or new staff positions can be appealing 
to some donors.  In the case of new program ventures or staff positions, gifts can function 
as “venture capital” for new initiatives.

The third component of a development plan is a campaign for capital improvements.  
While a major capital campaign is several years into the future for Fellowship, the prepa-
ration for such a campaign begins immediately with the establishment of a donor base 
and the institution of sounds development practices which will prepare the way.   Instead 
of one large capital campaign to cover all of these projects, it will probably be wise to 
have a series of fund raising efforts to support these initiatives.

The final element in a development plan is the establishment and growth of an endow-
ment fund.  This fund will ultimately provide reliable funding for major maintenance proj-
ects, such as new roofs, HVAC replacement, and facility improvements which are not good 
candidates for a capital campaign.  Legacy gifts which build endowment funds can involve 
inclusion in a will, the donation of property, or the donation of financial assets. 

Organizational
Capacity
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Structure and Governance

Incorporation will make it far more likely that these fiscal goals can be realized.  Finan-
cial systems can be designed to meet the requirements of an earned revenue organiza-
tion.  Effective management is far more possible when the fiscal system is designed to 
manage an earned revenue non-profit organization.  

Some nonprofits, like Fellowship, are reimbursed for services that they provide, but rely 
on people who have benefited in the past from these services for additional donations. 
According to the Stanford Social Innovation Review, the funding model that these organi-
zations use is the “Beneficiary Builder.” Two of the best examples of Beneficiary Builders 
are hospitals and universities. Although these donations are often small relative to fees 
(averaging approximately 5 percent at hospitals and 30 percent at private universities,)  
these funds are critical sources of income for major projects such as buildings and endow-
ment funds. 20% is a healthy level for donations to camps and retreat centers. Donors 
are often motivated to give money because they believe that the benefit they received 
changed their life.2

Additional earned revenue is far more likely with a separate corporate entity.  When a 
camp/retreat center is identified with a single denomination, potential camper families 
and guests may wonder if they would be welcome or if there will be undue pressure to 
become aligned with the denomination.  Other organizations are often far more willing to 
enter into partnerships and invest in programming initiatives with centers that have their 
own 501(c)3.

In today’s world, donors are generally more willing to support an entity that is organi-
zationally separate from a judicatory.  Foundations are far more likely to make grants to 
organizations with a separate corporate identity.  In these times of denominational de-
cline, donors become concerned that their investment could be absorbed into a declining 
parent organization. 

The camp and retreat organization must be able to respond quickly to new opportunities 
and changes in circumstances.  A separate organization is far more likely to be “agile,” and 
to be able to respond quickly, than one that is shepherd its decisions through layers of 
denominational governance.

Finally, incorporation can create what has been termed a “Threshold Organization.”  In a 
study funded by the Lily Endowment, the conclusion is that often ministry organizations 
can better serve the mission of the church by being less entangled in the institution of the 
church.  See “Serving at the Threshold” by Floyd Reed.3    The author of the study current-
ly chairs the Board of Directors for a Presbyterian camp, which is Incorporated and contin-
ues to faithfully serve the congregations and Presbytery with which it is affiliated.

2 http://ssir.org/articles/entry/ten_nonprofit_funding_models
3 “Serving at the Threshold” by Buzz Reed, a case study of the Texas Methodist Foundation by the 
Indianapolis Center for Congregations, 2013

Organizational
Capacity
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Site & 
Facilities

Site and facility improvements and expansion are integral to accomplishing the vision for 
Fellowship.  While the changes in facilities are not the essence of the strategic plan, it is 
unlikely that the goals for mission, program, and financial development can be met with-
out significant improvements to the physical resources.

The property improvement plan requires the ability to effectively invite donor support 
for facility enhancement projects in addition to annual funds.  The plan is sequenced and 
prioritized by those projects which will make a significant difference in Fellowship’s ability 
to extend ministry, expand program, and increase revenue.

Estimates are based on square foot estimates for commercial construction in Columbia, 
SC.  The estimates provided include an allowance for architectural  and contractor fees, 
but do not include site preparation or services, such as water, septic, or electric.  Technical 
studies may be necessary to determine needs in those areas.

The current facilities are somewhat inconsistent in terms of color and design.  As new 
facilities are built, efforts should be made to draw together the look of buildings.  The 
current “conference center” and waterfront pavilion are the most attractive buildings in 
their design, and may offer a theme to carry through the site with new construction and 
improvements.  Given the visual separation of the cabins from the core area, those struc-
ture could have their own, complementary theme that is a bit more rustic.

It is nearly always a good idea to name buildings (such as Fraser), instead of referring to 
them by their function (e.g. “conference center”).  A system of naming the facilities (hon-
oring churches or individuals, using names of trees or turtles) should be developed by the 
OMD/Board.  Naming buildings gives them an identity and character that is nearly always 
inviting to guests.  It helps to personalize the experience and make it less “generic.”

“Green” and eco-friendly designs, materials, and technologies will be faithful to the 
mission of Fellowship, offer teaching opportunities, and often represent lower operating 
costs.  Passive solar water heating, solar panels, in-line water heaters, and sun tunnels are 
examples of technologies that, while they may have a higher initial cost, ultimately are 
cost effective.

Property acquisition would be beneficial in several regards.  Property acquisition can help 
to increase the buffer between Fellowship and other properties, which improves both 
the safety and the quality of the experience of guests and campers.  Some parcels of land 
would make it possible to build new facilities in locations which greatly improve the de-
sign of the site by creating more desirable program zones and traffic patterns.

Fellowship should position itself to develop the relationships necessary for conversations 
around potential gifts and/or purchases of land.  Instruments of giving such as Charitable 
Remainder Trusts may be useful to potential land donors, and Fellowship should be pre-
pared to engage in those conversations as appropriate.
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Near-term Projects (1-3 years)

Near term projects are those which are necessary to eliminate any obstacles to the full 
utilization of the existing facilities.  They are projects which should be able to be com-
pleted with a moderate level of expense, and which could likely be funded on a project 
by project basis.  These are projects which contribute immediately to the quality of the 
experience for campers and guests and which make additional revenue feasible.

• Improve the surfaces, ventilation, and the overall appearance of the camp bath-
house

 The current condition of the bathhouse has been identified as a challenge for 
summer camp participants, and detracts from the overall quality of the camp-
er experience.  Improvements can be made to the existing structure which will 
increase the usefulness and general comfort of the facility in the near term.

• Improve the surfaces, ventilation, and overall appearance of the existing camp 
cabins

 While these buildings are classic camp cabins, some improvements to ventilation 
systems and surfaces will increase their comfort and functionality for the years 
until they can be replaced.

• Construct a pole barn style maintenance and storage facility
 This project makes possible a significant improvement in program and in the abil-

ity of the site to offer outdoor education experiences.  The current maintenance 
facility is located in the middle of the program core (in Fraser and the surrounding 
area).  It will greatly improve the general appearance of the site and its ability to 
support program if all maintenance equipment and functions are relocated away 
from the core of the site.  This project makes possible the removal of the mainte-
nance function and equipment from the core of camp and permits the dedication 
of the whole of Fraser to program space.  Additionally, equipment can be more 
properly stored and cared for within a new facility.  The storage of other equip-
ment may also increase the ability of Fellowship to welcome certain groups and 
organizations.  

 This project makes the subsequent project possible.
• Dedicate Fraser to general program space and a Field Station
 Fraser can be improved by setting up a Field Station (Environmental Education 

and Research Center) in the end of the building that is currently occupied by 
maintenance.  This will serve for an interim period until it is possible to construct 
a separate building for the Field Station.

• Address road and parking issues, including erosion from water run-off
 The road and parking areas approaching the waterfront and leading out of camp 

need both repair and greater definition.  Paving and asphalt should be used as 
sparingly as possible, as it requires significant maintenance and generates heat.  
Especially for parking areas that are needed only occasionally ( such as camper 
drop-off and pickup). alternate surfaces which are permeable should be consid-
ered.

Site & 
Facilities
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 The management of water run off that limits erosion is necessary.  The challeng-
es of directing water courses through the site to the shoreline can be addressed 
by several means.  A local person with lots of experience in directing the flow of 
surface water might provide some helpful advice.

• Complete necessary repairs to docks and waterfront features
 The waterfront is one of the most important features of the site, both for pro-

grammatic activities and as a setting for reflection and respite.  The repair of 
docks, and other features would add to the experience of the waterfront.  Boat 
and equipment storage needs to be sufficient, so that in non-summer, the water-
front does not resemble a storage facility.  

 The waterfront pavilion is an excellent facility and can serve as the cornerstone of 
a park-like area which supports a variety of recreational activities.

Mid-term Projects (4-8 years)

Mid-term projects are those which begin to expand the capacity of the site to welcome 
additional groups of guests and campers  These projects will help the Outdoor Education 
and Scientific Research program truly come to fruition, after they are established in Phase 
One.  These undertakings will likely require a more significant development effort, such as 
a capital campaign.

• Construct Office/Welcome Center at the corner of Whitten Road and Camp 
Fellowship Road

 The current office space is extremely limited both in its ability to offer the admin-
istrative space that will be necessary to support the growing operation, and its 
ability to effectively welcome persons to the site.

 The new office should be located at the entrance to the property near the entry 
sign.  It should contain reception and meeting areas as well as offices.  A large 
front porch will help to welcome persons and signal that they should enter the 
building.

• Construct a new Field Station between the new dining hall (Fraser) and the 
waterfront pavilion

 This facility should include a large classroom, lab and records space (to support 
research work), space for displays and interpretive materials, live animal care 
areas, and storage.

 It should include porches and other ways to easily transition to outside.  Exterior 
walls could also include display cabinets.  Additional classroom style space will be 
nearby in the waterfront pavilion.

 Funding from Foundations and other organizations may well be available for this 
structure and especially for the equipment required.  There is currently some 
significant funding available for Citizen Science projects, which will be supported 
by this facility.
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• Construct new camp cabins, that are year round, climate controlled facilities, 
with internal bathrooms

 In order to support both a growing summer residential camp and a robust out-
door education program, the camp cabins should be replaced with cabins that are 
year round and have internal bathrooms.  Each building can contain 2 sleeping 
areas, 2 bathrooms, and a common area.  Separate bathrooms for each bedroom 
will allow maximum flexibility in use, as the bedrooms could be used by different 
age groups or different genders.  In such cases, sharing a bathroom would be 
inappropriate.

 When new cabins provide adequate youth retreat space, the current retreat cen-
ter should be re-purposed to a duplex structure for volunteers, pastoral respite, 
or interns.

• Re-purpose the current bathhouse to program space
 Once new cabins with internal bathrooms are constructed, the current bathhouse 

can be re-purposed to program space, such as an enlarged Arts Center.  A num-
ber of media options could be utilized, and a display gallery could be maintained.   
Sets could be constructed for dramatic presentations as well.   

• Create a Day Camp facility
 The location of a Day Camp area near the main entrance to the property allows 

for ease of access for parents and adequate space for transportation logistics.  
Cars and buses can easily enter, drop-off campers, and depart without entering 
the core program area of camp.  This location also allows for some separation of 
day campers from residential campers and yet offers access to program and activ-
ity areas.

 Day camp facilities are generally simple and consist primarily of shelter from the 
weather, places to rest and change clothes, and activity areas.  Many of the activi-
ty areas needed for day camp are already in existence for resident campers.

 A large pavilion with bathrooms can provide some shelter, bathroom and activity 
space.  The old camp cabins may be able to be re-purposed into rest and changing 
cabins.  Adequate ventilation would be a critical consideration, and rest/changing 
cabins would need to be tucked into the edge of the woods for shade.

• Construct a staff residence
 There are several areas on the site that would provide a good location for a staff 

residence.  As the facility grows and activity increases, it will be necessary to have 
at least one staff residence on the site.  It may be possible and financially feasible 
to relocate the building currently serving as an office.  The house would need to 
be evaluated for its structural integrity and cost to move.  

Long-term Projects (9-12 years)

• Construct an indoor program facility near the cabin area
 In order to facilitate the construction of a new dining hall in the core of camp 

overlooking the lake, the indoor program function provided by Fraser must be 

Site & 
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relocated.  It would be very helpful to have an activity building near the cabins for 
evening activities and to provide a storm shelter near the cabins.

 While the size and features of an indoor program facility can vary widely, the 
structure should:
• be fully climate controlled;
• include restrooms, which can be accessed from both inside and outside;
• be large enough to provide space for active group games (broom hockey, 

dodge ball, etc.)
• provide a storm shelter close to cabins.

 The facility could be large enough (floor space and height) to offer court sports 
(basketball, volleyball, etc.), and could provide indoor high ropes as well as exteri-
or climbing options.  All of these possibilities  obviously, add to the cost of con-
struction.

 Its location would also make it available to a day camp program, if Day Camp is 
housed near the new Welcome Center/Office.

• Construct a new dining hall on the site of Fraser
 A new dining hall is a critical necessity for the site.  The current one was intended 

as a temporary solution many years ago.  It is limited in many regards, and is not 
adequate to serve the ministry at its current size, let alone as the ministry grows.  
A new kitchen and dining hall is an essential structure.

 The site of the Fraser program building is the ideal location for a dining hall.  The 
new structure should be oriented to provide a view of the lake, with porches 
on the south and east sides of the building.  It should contain dining for the full 
capacity of the site, include restrooms, adequate kitchen space, mechanicals, and 
storage.

 The inclusion of a camp store makes camp goods and ware readily available to 
guests and campers.  It could be accessed internally from the dining hall, as well 
as through an exterior service window.

 External hand washing sinks make it possible for campers to wash their hands 
before entering the dining hall and relieve traffic into restrooms.

• Construct an adult lodge on the site of the current office and dining hall
 The capacity of this lodge should be consistent with a small adult retreat lodge.  

Fifteen rooms, at least two of which would be fully accessible, and one larger 
room, which can be configured as an efficiency apartment would provide ade-
quate housing for up to 32 persons.

 This structure should be built with two levels, on grade at the entrance from the 
road, with an under-story on grade toward the lake.  It should connect to the cur-
rent dining hall which can be converted to meeting and chapel space.

 Lower level rooms should have exterior entrances with small attractive patios 
and a walkway to the meeting room.   Upper story rooms can be entered from an 
interior hallway, with an elevator or stairs to access the lower level meeting room.  
Additionally, the upper level should include a reception/welcome area, stor-
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age, mechanical space and a laundry.  While a linen company may provide linen 
service, the site should have the capacity to do its own laundry if that becomes 
financially advantageous.  A small, stackable washer/dryer on the hallway can give 
guests access to laundry.

 An efficiency apartment can provide volunteer lodging or serve as a short term 
staff/intern residence.
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Implementation

The following represents the flow of the work.  Some projects will depend upon funding, 
and may be accomplished sooner or later than this schedule.

2016

• Approval for incorporation
• Establish new partnerships
• Develop data and dashboard systems for marketing and financial management
• Program equipment upgrades

• Hiking trail/s
• Life jackets
• Paddle boards
• Craft closet
• Low ropes

• Bathhouse refurbishment:
• project definition and scope
• obtain estimates for improvements
• raise funds

• Engineering “exploration” of services and systems
• Develop annual and project fund plan:

• Staff “adoption”
• Alumni association
• Program equipment
• Waterfront improvements

• Develop plan for deferred and regular maintenance
• Landscaping
• Paving / roadways
• Equipment
• Routine and preventive maintenance

• Create 15 year major maintenance plan

2017-18

• Raise funds for maintenance facility, upgrades to Fraser, and cabin improvements
• Construct new maintenance structure
• Re-purpose end of Fraser to Field Station
• Complete Cabin improvements
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2019-20

• Raise funds for Office and Field Station
• Design and Construct Welcome Center / Office
• Design and Permanent Field Station

2021-23

• Raise funds for Cabin replacement and Day Camp facilities
• Design and Construct Cabin replacements
• Design and Construct Day Camp facilities
• Complete campaign study for following phase

2024-28

• Launch major fund raising initiative for program facility, dining hall, and adult 
retreat center, as indicated by campaign study

• Design and Construct Program facility
• Design and Construct Dining Hall
• Design and Construct Adult Lodge

Implementation
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Fellowship Camp and Retreat Center
Site Improvement Projects

Phase Project Target date Sq foot cost per sq. ft allowance Est. cost
Near Term Improve bathhouse 2016 40,000$             40,000$                       
Near Term Construct maintenance / storage facility 2017 2,368           40$                94,720$                       
Near Term Repurpose end of Fraser for Field Station/ Environmental Ed facility 2017 100,000$          100,000$                     
Near Term Complete minimal upgrades to Fraser 2017 25,000$             25,000$                       
Near Term Improve cabins 2018 80,000$             80,000$                       

Subtotal Phase One 339,720$                     

Mid-term Construct Welcome Center & Office 2020 1,352           205$             277,160$                     
Mid-term Construct permanent Field Station 2020 1,950           140$             273,000$                     
Mid-term Construct camp cabins with internal bathroom facilities (5) 2022 7,500           126$             945,000$                     
Mid-term Construct Day Camp Facilities: pavilion, rest cabins 2023 1,800           30$                50,000$             104,000$                     

Subtotal Phase Two 1,599,160$                 

Long Term Construct Indoor Recreation Center* 2024 9,800           167$             1,636,600$                  
Long Term Construct Dining Hall 2025 7,448           151$             1,124,648$                  
Long Term New Adult Lodge 2028 5,292           183$             968,965$                     

Subtotal Phase Three 3,730,213$                 

-$                              
-$                              

Total 5,669,093$                 

Costs estimates are based on 2016 "cost per square foot" data for Colombia, SC.  The cost of a structure is affected by many variables, including design, choices for materials and finishes.  
These costs do not include site preparation or upgrades to systems such as septic or electric.  Costs will vary depending upon final features and design of buildings, and can be reduced by 
the participation of volunteers  or by "gifts in kind."

*The size, design, and construction choices for this structure vary widely.  
Costs could be much lower or higher.  This represents a "mid-range" 
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Notes:
Program Revenue

Summer Resident Camp
Weeks 7                     7                       7                    7                       7                       
camper weeks per week 31                   34                    38                  42                    47                    11.0% avg growth per year
average rev per CW 420$              428$                437$              446$                455$                2.0% avg growth per year

Gross Revenue 90,800$         102,804$        116,394$      131,782$        149,203$        

Summer Day Camp
Weeks 2                     4                       4                    6                       8                       
campers per week 20                   22                    25                  27                    30                    11.0% avg growth per year
average rev per camper 180$              184$                187$              191$                195$                2.0% avg growth per year

Gross Revenue 7,200$           16,304$          18,459$        31,349$          47,324$          

Total Summer Camp Revenue 98,000$         119,107$        134,853$      163,131$        196,528$        

Other Program (Outdoor Education, Leadership Lab, and other events)
Avg persons -                 30                    30                  36                    40                    
Events -                 4                       8                    10                    16                    
Rate per event -$               110$                125$              140$                160$                
Total Other Program Revenue 12,000$         13,200$          30,000$        50,400$          102,400$        

Total Program Revenue 110,000$      132,307$        164,853$      213,531$        298,928$        
Direct costs (food, program, custodial) 84,908$         79,384$           98,912$        128,118$        179,357$        60.0%

Net Program Revenue 25,092$         52,923$          65,941$        85,412$          119,571$        

Guest Groups
Avg participants per group 38                   40                    42                  44                    46                    5.0%
Groups 30                   32                    33                  35                    36                    5.0%
Avg GDs per group 1.75               1.79                 1.82               1.86                 1.89                 2.0%
Avg Rev / GD 50$                52$                  53$                55$                  56$                  3.0%

Total Group Revenue 100,000$      115,829$        134,163$      155,399$        179,996$        
Direct costs (food, program, custodial) 47,112$         46,331$           53,665$        62,160$           71,999$           40.0%

Net Group Revenue 52,888$         69,497$          80,498$        93,239$          107,998$        

Camp Store Revenue 6,561$             6,758$           6,961$             7,169$             Store Revenue counted in earned revenue in 2016
Presbytery Support Staff 177,000$       141,600$        113,280$      90,624$           47,892$           Goal is to decrease to 10% of earned revenue
Presbytery Support Insurance 3,600$           -$                 -$               -$                 -$                 
Contributions 34,000$         35,700$           37,485$        39,359$           47,892$           Goal is 10% of earned revenue

Total Income 292,580$       306,281$        303,962$      315,596$        330,523$        

Fellowship Financial Growth Plan
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Expense
Staff 177,000$       182,310$        187,779$      193,413$        199,215$        3.0%
Administration 38,830$         39,606$           40,398$        41,206$           42,030$           2.0%
Marketing 6,500$           6,695$             6,896$           7,103$             7,316$             3.0%
Merchandise 4,550$           4,687$             4,827$           4,972$             5,121$             3.0%
Insurance 3,800$           3,914$             3,914$           3,914$             3,914$             3.0%
Utilties 32,000$         32,960$           33,949$        34,967$           36,016$           3.0%
Site Maintenance / Repair 29,250$         30,128$           31,031$        31,962$           32,921$           3.0%
Total Expense 291,930$       300,299$        308,795$      317,537$        326,534$        

Net 651$              5,982$             (4,833)$         (1,941)$            3,990$             
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